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Bush Survival Games
Teambuilding!
Ideal for Corporates, these Team Building activities are both fun and outcomes based, encompassing several
adventure activities and testing the team work and problem-solving skills of the participants.
Where:
Groups Size:
Duration:
Gear:

25 kms from Sandton and Pretoria, situated on the Crocodile River
8 or more guests are divided into teams to compete against each other
3 to 4 hours
Supplied by GZA – all equipment and guides

CONCEPT

With the development of Bush Survival Games, we created the next step in team activities. The team that wins
will not have to be the fittest but the team that can-do problem solving and can work together whilst having
fun.

CHALLENGES
Moon Walk:
Pipe Line:
Kettie Target:
T-Block:
Nails:
Infinity Loop:
Cup Flip:
Water Relay:
Spoon Flip
Broken Telephone

3 Candidates at a time need to walk over two planks suspended on ropes. The
facilitator will shout switch and three other candidates take over and continue
2 Teams each relay a ball through a half pipe to get it into a cone
Each team has 4 ketties and are given 20 stones to shoot at targets for a period of 20
minutes. Other team members need to collect more stones
Assemble a puzzle of the letter T
Balance 10 nails on top of a nail on a block and ensure that your nails do not touch the
block
Free yourself from an infinity loop without taking it off
Team members must flip cups on a table to collect points
Team members run a relay with cups of water on their heads that is emptied into a
bucket. The team that collects the most water wins
Teams flip spoons into a cup to collect points
A team member whispers an instruction to another team member who then relays it to
the next person

Consider coupling your experience with river rafting, quad biking or another adventure experience to complete
the day. For the ultimate combination couple Bush Games with Battle of the Chefs.

“Talent wins games, but teamwork and intelligence win championships."
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